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These are part of 4-dimensional coordinate systems so that the TCB-TCG transformations are 4-dimensional:
• Therefore:
• Only if space-time position is fixed in the BCRS TCG becomes a function of TCB: • The user has NO information on those coefficients from the ephemeris.
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• The coefficients could only be restored by some additional numerical procedure (Fukushima's "Time ephemeris")
• T eph is de facto defined by a fixed relation to TT:
by the Fairhead-Bretagnon formula based on VSOP-87 8
Relativistic Time Scales: TDB-2
The IAU Working Group on Nomenclature in Fundamental Astronomy suggested to re-define TDB to be a fixed linear function of TCB:
• TDB to be defined through a conventional relationship with TCB:
• T 0 = 2443144.5003725 exactly,
• JD TCB = T 0 for the event 1977 Jan 1.0 TAI at the geocenter and increases by 1.0 for each 86400s of TCB,
• L B ≡ 1.550519768×10 −8 ,
• TDB 0 ≡ −6.55 ×10 −5 s.
Scaled BCRS: not only time is scaled
• If one uses scaled version TCB -T eph or TDB -one effectively uses three scaling:
• time
• spatial coordinates
• masses (µ= GM) of each body WHY THREE SCALINGS?
• These three scalings together leave the dynamical equations unchanged:
• for the motion of the solar system bodies:
(first published in 1917!)
• for light propagation:
Scaled BCRS
• As soon as the redefined TDB is used there is no real difference between them!
• Once a TDB ephemeris is constructed, it is trivial to convert it to TCB and vice verse: just apply the three scalings given above!
• With fixed scaling constant L B (that is, with the re-defined TDB) it is impossible to have different post-fit residuals when using TDB and TCB.
The fits must be absolutely equivalent! TCB-based or TDB-based ephemeris?
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Iterative procedure to construct ephemeris with TCB or TDB in a fully consistent way 
